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To place a purchase order, contact us today:
sales@jdhealthcare.com.au | 1300 791 404

GATE | BURE 
Rise & Go Walker

The Bure Rise & Go is a conventional, electrically 
operated walker that is enhanced with a power 
rise function. Not only does it act as a walker, it 
also makes getting about in everyday life easier 
thanks to its smart power rise function.

The Bure Rise & Go can be used by anyone who 
regularly uses a walker. The user can remain 
active while the power rise function is in use.

The product consists of a walker and its 
associated harness and straps. The harness is 
available in different sizes (S, M, L, XL) and is 
split at the rear to make remaining in the harness 
possible while using the WC. The harness is 
secured to the two attachment straps (one each 
side), which are in turn attached to the walker.

When the patient stands up the electric 
power rise function is employed and the smart 
attachment reduces the distance between 
the patient and the walker until the patient is 
standing upright.

The walker can be used to advantage with a 
platform to facilitate patient transportation.

ALSO AVAILABLE WITH POWERED FRAME WIDENING

PRODUCT CODE PRODUCT NAME EXT. WIDTH INT. WIDTH LENGTH HEIGHT MAX WEIGHT

RHGA-56-316 BURE RISE&GO Electric (Non-Widening Legs) 77 cm 34 - 67 cm 97cm 97 - 137cm 150 kg SWL

RHGA-56-309 BURE RISE&GO Electric DB (Frame Widening) 66 - 106cm 34 - 67cm 101cm 90 - 130cm 150 kg SWL

RHGA-56-384-s/m/l/xl Walker Belt Small/Medium/Large/XLarge - - - - 150 kg SWL

RHGA-56-333-STD Transport Plate / Platform Short 37cm - 36cm - 150 kg SWL

RHGA-56-383 Transport Plate / Platform Long 37cm - 43cm - 150 kg SWL
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The open design provides stability 
with greater room for manoeuvre. 

The patient does not feel shut in and 
it makes assistance with standing up 
and dressing easier. Reinforced and 

extended for extra stability during the 
standing manoeuvre.

All Bure Rise & Go electrical 
components have IP 65 international 
protection ratings and can therefore 

be used in wet spaces

Fitted with shin supports
for a better standing manoeuvre; 
height adjustable and movable to 

create greater space

Electrically driven height
adjustment makes it easy

to pre-set the walker to the
desired height

Platform is an excellent addition to use the 
walker for standing and mobility

Power rise harness designed to reach as 
far down across the bottom as possible, 
provides optimum support, resulting in a 

natural standing action


